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1. INTRODUCTION 
We continue with our series [1-5] of investigation of the following difference system which is of a 
very general nature: 
Xn+X = fn(~O, Zl , . . .  ,Zn), (1.1) 
where x = x(n) = x.  is an m-vector-valued function defined on the set of nonnegative integers, 
to be denoted by I, and f .  is m-vector-valued function which is defined on I x R("+x)"L In 
particular, in this paper, we shall investigate stability properties of (1.1) using a version of the 
Second Method of Lyapunov first developed by Antosiewicz [6] and Corduneanu [7]. This version 
makes use of certain comparison results arising from the consideration of differential inequalities. 
This approach as previously been considered in [8-10]. We also note that a system similar 
to (1.1) has also been studied in [11-13]. 
We first recall some notions of stability. Let x = {z.} be a solution of (1.1) and consider the 
sequence of (m - d)-dimensional manifolds {J~t.}, where A4n is defined as follows: 
M,~ = {z E R m I ,X,(n, z) = o}, (1.2) 
where ~b : I x R m R d is a continuous function. Define II~(n, z)ll 2 d --* = ~'~=l(~(n, z)) 2, where ~i 
are the components of ~b and let 
= {x I II ,(n,x)ll < n}. 
Its closure in R m is denoted by ~.(W). The following notions of stability will be considered. 
DEFINITION 1.1. System (1.1) is said to be stable with respect o the manifolds ~t.  ff for any 
e > 0 there exists a continuous positive [unction 6 = 6(e) such that every solution x of (1.1) 
satisfies z .  E ~4.(e) for n >_ 0 provided z0 E A40(6). 
DEFINITION 1.2. System (1.1) is said to be strongly asymptotically stable with respect o the 
manifolds ~.  if for any two given positive numbers eand ~l, there exists a nonnegative integer N 
such that every solution x of (1.1) satisfies z .  E ~t.(e) for n >_ N provided z0~0(~). 
~p~ by A,~.~'~x 
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REMARK I.I. If ~b(n,x) = x, then the manifolds A4n all reduce to the origin, and these stability 
notions reduce to the more familiar notions of stability with respect to the origin. 
The next set of definitions concerns the mutual stability between two systems of the form (1.1). 
To be specific, we shall consider system (1.1) and the following: 
Yn+l --~ gn(YO, Y l , . . .  ,Yn). (1.3) 
DEFINITION 1.3. Systems (1.1) and (1.3) are said to be mutually equistable ff for any e > 0, 
there exists a continuous positive function 6 = 6(e) such that any two solutions x and y of (1.1) 
and (1.3), respectively, satisfy 
IIx. - y-II < ~, for n ~ o, 
provided I lxo - yoll -~ 6. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Systems (1.1) and (1.3) are said to be mutually attracting ff for any two positive 
numbers e and rh there exists a nonnegative integer N such that any two solutions x and y of (1.1) 
and (1.3), respectively, satisfy, 
provided Ilxo - Yoll ~ v. 
IIx~ - y~ll < e, for  n > N, 
2. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
The version of the Second Method of Lyapunov that we are going to use is based on the 
following comparison results. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. Let the function h = hn(x) = h(n, x) : I x R -~ R be nondecrsasing in x, and 
let Axn <_ hn(xn), where A denotes the forward difference operator. Then,/or any solution {zn } 
of the equation Az~ = hn(zn), 
x,  <_ zn, for n >_ O, 
provided Xo <_ Zo. 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then, there exists a least nonnegative integer k such that xk+l > zk+l 
and xh <_ zk. This implies that 
Axk >Azk=h~(zk) ~ h~(xk), 
which is contradiction. II 
Similarly, we have the statement. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let the function h = hn(x) = h(n, x) : I x R -~ R be nondecreasing in x, 
and let ~;.qcn >_ hn(xn). Then, for any solution {zn} of the equation Azn = hn(z~), 
xn >_ zn, for n >_ O, 
provided Zo >_ zo. 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then, there exist a least nonnegative integer k such that zk+ 1 • zk% 1 and 
zk _> zk. This implies that 
Axk  < Azk = h~(z~) _< hh(xD, 
which is a contradiction. | 
These basic comparison results now yield the following theorem which is useful for the con- 
sideration of stability with respect to manifolds. For this, we consider a sequence of continuous 
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functions V = {Vn(~)}~°=o, where Vn(~) : R ("+l)rn --* R. Given a solution x of system (1.1), we 
consider the evaluation of Vn(~), n >_ 0, at the solution, i.e., Vn(xo ,x l , . . .  ,xn); as well as the 
forward difference of Vn (~) along the solution, defined by 
AxVn(z0 , . . . ,Zn)  -- Vn+l (X0, . . . ,2~n+l)  - Vn(xo , . . . , T .n ) .  
DEFINITION 2.1. The sequence of functions Y above is said to be adapted to the manifolds A4, 
ff the eva/uation of Vn (~), n >_ 0 a/ong a solution x of (1.1)sat/sties Vn(zo,.. . ,  xn) = 0, whenever 
x, E A4, for each 0 < i < n. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let £ = £,(A) = t(n, A) : I x R --* R and r = rn(p) = r(n, p) : I x R ~ R be 
nondecreasing in A and p with £n(O) = rn(O) = 0 for all n >_ O. Let a = a(n)  = an : I ~ R be a 
posit ive function. Given a solution x of  system (1.1), suppose that 
tn(a, Vn(zo,..., zn)) < an+iAXV,(Zo,..., z,O + (Aan)Vn(Zo,..., xn) 
_< r,(a,v,(zo,.. . ,  zn)), 
where Y is adapted to the manifolds fl4n as above. Then, 
;~n <_ a~V.(xo,.. .  ,z~) < p., 
where {An} and {Pn} are the solutions of 
~xn = e . (~n)  and 
A ; .  = r . (o . ) ,  
respectively, provided A0 <_ aoVo(xo) <_ Po. 
PROOF. Let W, = anVn(xo , . . . ,  x , ) .  Then, 
(2.1) 
[or n >_ 0, (2.2) 
AWn = o"n+lVn+l(gg0, . . . ,  :gn+l) - otn+l  Vn(xo ,  . . . , T,n) 
+ an+W,,(XO,.. . ,  z,,) - anV,,(:CO,..., x,,). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
By (2.1), we have 
en(w~)  < ~w.  < r . (w . ) .  
The conclusion ow follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Next, using the basic comparison Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we shall establish a comparison 
result which is useful for the consideration of mutual stability. For this, again we consider a 
oo  sequence of auxiliary functions/4 -- {Un(~, ~)}nffi0, where Un(~,~) : R (2n+2)m ~ R, n e I, is 
continuous. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The sequence of functions lg above is said to be adapted to systems (1.1) 
and (1.3) i f  for any two solutions x and y of  (1. I )  and (1.3), respectively, [In ( x o , . . . , xn , Yo , . . . , Yn ) 
= 0, n E I, ff and on/y ff xi = Yi, 0 < i < n. Furthermore, we denote the forward difference of 
Un(~,¢) alongx and y by 
A~Un(zo , . . . ,  z . ,  yo, • . . ,  y . )  = Un+l(xo,..., Z.+l ,  ~o , . . . ,  ~n+l)  
- Un(ZO, • • •, Zn, YO,. . . ,  Yn). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let  £ = £n(A) = £(n,A) : I x R --* R and r : rn(p) = r(n,p) : I x R --* R and 
nondecreasing in A and p with £n(0) = rn(0) = 0 for all n >_ O. Let a : I --* R be a posit ive 
function. Given solutions x and y of systems (1.I) and (1.3), respectively, suppose that 
e.(anU~(zo,. . . ,  z . ,  yo , . . . ,  yn)) < ~n+lAXVU. (xo , - . . ,  x . ,  yo , . - . ,  ~.) 
+ (Aan)u . (xo , . . . , z . ,uo  . . . .  , u~) (2.5) 
< rn(a.unCzo, . . . ,z . ,uo . . . .  ,u~)), 
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where L~ is adapted to systems (1.1) and (1.3) as above. Then, 
An < HnUn(XO,... ,Xn, yO,... ,~ln) < Pn, for n > O, (2.6) 
where {An} and {Pn} are solutions of (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, provided )~o < HoUo 
(xo, yo) < po. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3 and is thus omitted. | 
3. STABIL ITY  WITH RESPECT TO MANIFOLDS 
DEFINITION 3.1. The sequence of continuous functions ~ above is said to satisfy the condi- 
tion H with respect o the manifolds A4n defined in (1.2) if there exists a continuous and strictly 
increasing function a = a(s), defined for s ~ O, with a(O) = O, such that 
aCIl~Cn, zn)ll) <_ VnCZo,..., Xn). (3.1) 
For facilitating the main results, we require the following conditions on equation (2.4). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Equation (2.4) is said to satisfy the condition S if for e* > 0, there exists a 
continuous positive function 8" = 5*(e*) such that 
Pn < e*, for n >_ O, 
provided Po ~_ 6". 
DEFINITION 3.3. Equation (2.4) is said to satisfy the condition A if there exists a positive 
function a : I --* R such that every solution {Pn} of (2.4) satisfies 
lim Pn = 0. 
n--~OO Hn 
THEOREM 3.1. For system (1.1), suppose that V, r, and a are as in Theorem 2.3, a has a 
positive lower bound & and that (2.1) holds. Further, suppose that ~ satisfies the condition H 
along solutions of (1.1) such that (3.1) holds, and that equation (2.4) satisfies the condition S. 
Then, system (1.1) is stable with respect o the manifolds J~4n. 
PROOF. Let x be a solution of (I.I), {pn} be a solution of (2.4), and let e be a positive number. 
Using our assumptions and Theorem 2.3, there exists 5" such that 
v~(xo,..., xn) _< pn < - ,  
~n OL 
provided aoVo(Zo) <_ Po <_ 5*. Here, we take ~* = ~a(~). Furthermore, by condition H, 
aCII4,(n, zn)ll) <_ Vn(XO,... ,Xn) < a(~), 
which implies that il~(n,x,01i < ~, i.e., ~n e ~n(~) .  F inny ,  we make use of the continuity 
of Vn(~) and the fact that ~ is adapted to {A{n}. By these, for every ~*, there exists a number 8
such that I[~(O, zo)H _< 6 implies that Vo(Zo) ~ 6*/Ho. In conclusion, for zo E A4o(6), where 
- ~(e), we have zn E A4n(~), n >_ 0. | 
THEOREM 3.2. In Theorem 3.1, suppose that, instead of the condition S, equation (2.4) sstis- 
ties the condition A. Then, system (1.1) is strongly asymptotically stable with respect o the 
manifolds A~n. 
PROOF. Let e be a given positive number and let zo E A4o(~}), i.e., ll~(0,xo)ll ~ ~. By the fact 
that Vo is adapted to A4o and the continuity of Vo and ~, there exists a positive number ~ such 
that Vo(xo) ~ 6. Let Po >_ ao~. Then, by Theorem 2.3, along a solution x of (1.1), 
anVn(XO,..., Xn) _< Pn, 
which, by the condition H, implies that 
IIq#(n,~n)ll --< a -~ ~ • 
Finally, by condition A, there exists N > 0 such that Pn/an < e* = a(e) for all n _> N. Thus, 
for n >__ N, II¢~(n, zn)[[ < e, i.e., zn E Adn(a). | 
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4. MUTUAL STABIL ITY  OF  TWO SYSTEMS 
DEFINITION 4.1. The sequence of continuous functions Ll adapted to solutions of (1.1) and (1.3) 
as in Definition 2.2 is said to satisfy the conditions P if there exists a continuous and strictly 
increasing function a = a(s), defined for s > 0 with a(O) = O, such that 
a(llz~ -l/~ll) ~ U,(a=o,... , z , , l /0 , . . . ,  l/~). (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. For systems (1.1) and (1.3), suppose that bt, r, and cr are as in Theorem 2.4, ct has 
a positive Iow~ bound ~ and that (2.5) holds. Further, suppose that l.l satisfies the condition P 
along solutions of (1.1) and (1.3) such that (4.1) holds, and that equation (2.4) satisfies the 
condition S. Then, systems (1.2) and (1.3) are mutually equistable. 
PROOF. Let x and y be solutions of (1.1) and (1.3), respectively, {p,} be a solution of (2.4), and 
let e be a positive number. Using our assumptions and Theorem 2.4, there exists a 6" such that 
U.(zo , . . . ,  z . ,  l /o,... ,  l/.) < /~ < -: ,  
Ot n Ot 
provided aoUo(zo, l/o) < Po < ~*. Here, we take e* = &a(e). Furthermore, by condition P, 
a(llx~ - l / , l l )  < U,(xo,. . .  , z , ,  Vo,... ,l/=) < a(e), 
which implies that lien - l/~ll < e. Finally, we make use of the continuity of Un(~, ~) and the fact 
that b/is adapted to systems (1.1) and (1.3). By these, we conclude that there exists a positive df 
such that Ilx0 - 1/011 -< 6 implies Uo(xo, I/o) < 6"/~0. This completes the proof. II 
THEOREM 4.2. /n Theorem 4.1, suppose that, instead of the condition S, equation (2.4) satiates 
the condition A.  Then, systems (1.1) and (1.3) are mutually attracting. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2 and is omitted. 
The following results, related to mutual stability, can also be derived from our comparison 
theorems. For this, we need some additional definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 0 < r} < c be two given numbers. Systems (1.1) and (1.3) are said to be 
(~1, ~) mutualll/ equibounded ff there exist positive numbers 7 and r such that 7 < min{% T/} and 
that 
r /<  I jx .  - y . l l  < e, for n >_ O, (4.2) 
provided 7 < Ilzo - l/oil < z.  
DEFINITION 4.3. The sequence of continuous functions LI above adapted to solutions of (1.1) 
and (1.3) is said to satisfy the condition G ff there exist two functions a = a(s) and b = b(s) 
which are continuous, strictly increasing, and defined for s > 0 with a(O) = b(O) = O, such that 
a(l lz. - y-II) < U.(zo, . . .  ,z., l /o, . . . .  l/.) < b(llz~ - l/~ll). (4.3) 
DEFINITION 4.4. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are said to satisfy the condition B if, for 0 < 0* < e*, 
there exist continuous positive functions r* = r*O7*,e* ) and 7* = 7*(~}*,e*), such that 7* < 
min{~/*, 7"}, and, for any two solutions {An} and {Pn } of (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, 
~/* _< An _< p,~ _< ~*, for n >_ O, 
provided 7" < Ao < Po < 7*. 
THEOREM 4.3. For systems (1.1) and (1.3), suppose that bl, l, and r are as in Theorem 2.4, 
a = 1, and that (2.5) holds. Farther, suppose that U satisfies the condition G along solutions 
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of (1.1) and (1.3) such that (4.3) holds, and that equations (2.3) and (2.4) satisfy the condition B. 
Then, systems (1.1) and (1.3) are mutua//y (~/, e) equ/bounded provided b( ~ ) <_ a( e ) . 
PROOF. Let x and y he solutions of (1.1) and (1.3), respectively, {)~n} and {Pn} be solutions 
of (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. Using our assumptions and Theorem 2.4, there exist positive 
numbers r* and 7* such that 
rl* <~n <Un(zo , . . . , z=,yo , . . . ,~ l~)<pn<~ °, forn>O.  
where 7/* = b(r/), a* = a(e), provided 
r° < $0 5 P0 < ~'*. (4.4) 
Thus, condition G implies that 
,1 < I Ix .  - y- I I  < ~. 
Finally, by the continuity and the adaptedness of b/, we note that there exist positive numbers r 
and 7 such that (4.4) follows from 7 <- I Iz0 - poll < r. This completes the proof. | 
A slight variation of the above theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. In Theorem 4.3, let (4.3) be replaced by 
where the functions a and b axe again a~stmaed to be continuous and strictly increasing on the 
positive rsal numbers with a(O) = b(O) = O. Then, in the conclusion, instead of rl < ~, we only 
need to assume b(o) < a(a), and (4.2) is replaced by 
n 
IIx. - y.II < e, and ~ IIx~ - Y~II > v. 
i----O 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, for r/* = b(r/) and e* = a(a), we have 
~* < U,(zo,. . . ,z, , ,yo,. . . ,y,O <e °, for n > O, 
provided (4.4) holds. By (4.5), we have 
aCIIzn - y . l l )  < ~* and 
b (~ffi~0 [[zi- ydl ) >T/*. 
The first of these inequalities again implies that Ilxn - YaH < a, whereas the second one implies 
that ~-~=o Ilzi - Ydl > r/, and by the continuity and adaptedness of b/, these conclusions follow 
provided ~f _< Ilzo - 1/011 <- r. This completes the proof. 
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